Abstract -The opportunity of increase of an overalt performance of a telecommunication network is considered at the expense of increase of relative effective speed of transfer of each element of system. The expediency of use of a mode of detection of mistakes and their partial correction is investigated at the varied statistical parameters of the channel.
One of the tasks, which face packet switching networks, is transmission rate increase. One of the indexes data transmission systems performance efficiency with a decision feedback @TS with DF), is relative effective transmission rate Perspective of the rate increase R is possible at the expense of an automatic choice by a DT system with DF of an optimum behaviour of a correcting code in view of a current condition of the channel. With the purpose of study and the probing a possibility of control of relative effective rate in packet switching networks is considered excessive binary (n, k) code with code distance do=24+l, where 4 -multiplicity of an error correction. In a mode of detection and error correction such code can bi guaranteed to correct all errors of multiplicity not higher f and to determine all errors of multiplicity not higher &, if the condition is observed WI.
where & -number of errors, which are corrected by the decoding device, tos -quantity of errors, which detect by a code. It is clear, in such mode of operation of a system that artificial potential possibilities of a code on detection of maximum multiplicity of an error on value tin are underestimated. The DT system with DF, incessant transmission and accumulation of group of symbol (DFas) is considered, that uses linear (n, k) a code in a mode of a partial error correction of multiplicity not higher tin and detection of errors of multiplicity not higher 2t i-t,,,.
In DT systems with DFas the relative effective transmission rate R can vary and appears as a function of a condition of the channel and parameters of transmission [2] --
where ' )' K -relative factor of the rate of a code; ')'3 -relative factor of code efficiency of use of the channel stipulated by probability of erroneous reception of a unity element; k -number of information elements in a code word n, M -quantity of iterated code words.
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The value of parameters R, YK and y 3 is restricted by a range of numbers fiom 0 up to 1. Thus the ratio R=kh defines theoretical margin of a system effectiveness DT with a feedback. There is a possibility to approximate to theoretical margin provided that the factors YK and y3 raise up to 1.
So, at a choice of parameters and algorithm of transmission of a DT system with DFas it is necessary to take into account this condition [2] .
The expression for account of relative effective transmission rate for a DT system with DFas in a mode of a correcting code is obtained which corrects and determines errors.
It is stated, that a DT system with DF and detection of errors of deterioration of quality of the channel, serves as a reason of occurrence of additional number of the distorted code patterns. Thus the part of the distorted code patterns with small multiplicity of errors is magnified and at the same time the number of the distorted code patterns with high multiplicity of errors diminishes. The last factor contributes to the expedient junction of a system to a mode of simultaneous correction and detection of errors, at which the deterioration of detecting abilities of a code is compensated by a condition of the channel with small probability of a defeat of a code pattern by the large multiplicity of errors. The reparation of errors of small multiplicity permits to lower quantity decision's feedbackes and, thereby, to increase R. CONCLUSION 1. The formula for account of' effective relative transmission rate for a DT system with DFas in a procedure of a partial error correction of small multiplicity tis < t i with simultaneous detection of errors of restricted multiplicity not higher 2t i-tin is obtained.
2. The procedure of a partial error correction is expedient for connecting to a procedure of detection of errors. The choice of a procedure is carried out a DT system with DF in view of current quality of the channel. The procedure of an errorcorrection of small multiplicity and detection of errors of multiplicity not higher 2t i-tis is recommended for a condition of the channel with low factor of bunching of errors (a 0, IS), that is expedient for codes with small detecting properties.
